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About This Content

Get the dandiest of fish to join you in battle! The DLC Character [Umio] will be added to your party, and he will fight with all
of his classy might.
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Title: Megadimension Neptunia VII Party Character [Umio]
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Idea Factory, Compile Heart
Publisher:
Idea Factory International
Release Date: 5 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 2.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 17 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Shader v5 or newer

English,Japanese
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overall is good game.. this game based on true myth in asean i think there's a same myth with indonesian myth, the story is good
and very clear who is araya and why she was like that. But there's one bug from the beginning till the end that is about the
cursor, when the ghost appears the game little bit lagging and the cursor move by itself, i think it should be fix for the better
game, cause it's very disturbing when i want to escape from the ghost but suddenly the game is lag and cursor is moved by itself.
I Love the story very good.. Two months after release and PM3 is still a complete mess technically and full of terrible
translation and editing. I won't even bother to mention specifics because there are just too many. It's pretty impressive that each
successive CFK release is worse than the last. If they release PM4, I expect it to wipe your hard drive upon launch.. Great
Starter pack. This program is useful for grabbing some nice quality vector graphics for logo design. However the interface is a
bit clunky, there aren't a lot of options such as formatting text to be centered aligned? How'd they miss that one? There's a lot of
functionality issuses that need to be addressed in this program before I'd recommend purchasing it. However, if you're looking
for a library of graphics that are relevant to graphic design, then this clipart library would be perfect. I'm sure if I shifted
through this program a bit more, there's probably a lot of little gems that would make this more worth using, but for your basic
2D graphic design, this didn't do much for me. 4\/10. Sci-fi Shooter Goodness.

This is a good graphical challenging sci-fi VR shooter with a slight story to it. The first levels are not too challenging but as you
progress it gets harder. You can redo the levels to get a better score on the leaderboards if that is your taste. This game has more
than one form of locomotion to choose from. Arm-swing is the highlight form of movement and it is implemented very well.
The guns are fairly easy to use and auto reload is synonymous with an arcade type game which this is even though it is free
roaming and has various levels. The devs recently added melee weapons to the game. Perfect for those who like getting more of
a workout although I am not sure it is practical in this kind of game. Just my opinion. The sound effects are satisfying and the
interaction in the game adds to the immersion of being there and having a purpose. As I said the game starts slow to help you get
used to the game play but paces up as you venture through each level. My main gripes with the game is that the way some levels
are set up it is difficult to form a strategy because of enemy locations. Shooting far away the guns can be in-accurate. And some
enemies damage was way too high in my opinion. These are not anti-fun issues though. They can be worked around but I am
sure the developer will work on tweaking the game some more. This is worth a buy if you like exploration, large levels, and
shooters in VR. My rating is a 7/10.

I played this game in one of my game medley sessions. It is a live re-run and unedited so Vidicta is the second video in the trio.
Fast forward to it. The video below the first is more recent and has 4k resolution and it is only Vindictus game play. Thanks and
enjoy.

Live Re-Run
https://youtu.be/MShusL6ScMU

4k
https://youtu.be/e15M7bCXN70

GPU: GeForce GTX 1070
CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700K CPU @ 4.20GHz
Memory: 16 GB RAM (15.94 GB RAM usable)
Current resolution: 3840 x 2160, 60Hz
Operating system: Microsoft Windows 10 Home
HTC VIVE. One of my favorite board games. Not bad version for $10, but network errors which kill local vs AI games... major
ow. I cannot give a thumbs up until that is fixed. Noticed a few other weird bugs as well, e.g. I did a terraform + build action,
forgetting I already had max dwellings out, but the game still asked then let me pay the 1w2c, and didn't place a dwelling. Oops..
Need cool Wallpapers for desktop decoration,  this program is exactly what you need . i buy it for nostalgia,but wtf u cant play
zombie offline!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! WTF. 3\/10
Didn't finish what I'm guessing waz the final level, gave it a good 8 or so tries.. switched sum thingz around, kause u kan
freely switch upgradez between defenses.. no dice, movin on..

I still recommend this game to tower defense fans kause it haz a fine feel and good look.. I like the difficulty, I waz never
too comfortable taking a bite of that pie ya know..
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I didn't like the lack of information, especially coupled with the difficulty..

It's a simple Tower Defense that's really only recommendable to the type of Tower Defense fans that are only reading
reviews to make sure the game workz... it workz... it's pretty much the lowest possible recommend.. DEEP DISCOUNT, just
wait.. PEACE=]
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I enjoyed this game very much. Very simple gameplay and extremely deep historical touch. True grand strategy game. Very
recommended!. Ok I enjoyed the game. The Audio was not bad. but its short. And no way to lose. I would love to see this style
continued.. Fantastic game, improved every way from the first one, 100%.. Needs nudity, but the girl with glass's school
uniform is pantyless, which is awesome!

Easy game if you like guitar hero. My brain actually learned some new tricks with the one, simple mini game.

Needs nude mode for private dance. WTF, but otherwise worth a buck...or two. Side note: The girls are too girly. Make some
women next time. Like Chun-li...... Mmmmmm. Chun i and Camy dance. Xmas is saved. The game looks good, and is rather
creative, but the weapons don't work very well, and the enemies easily overwhelm. The only things this game has going for it, is
the price and that its has no mature content, if you any little kids who you think might enjoy an FPS game, and you are having
trouble finding one without any mature content. Its not a good game. It might have been a at least a decent game, if the people
who created it, had been willing to work a bit harder on it, and do a lot more play testing. It could also use more weapons and
some type of ammo system, since the weapons that you do get, have unlimited ammo, which would probably make the game too
easily except that its too difficult to aviod getting hit by the ememies, or to hit some of them for that matter.. Get this if you
want what it adds to the game. I recommend it for those who want more humanoid races (looks like human\/body structure of a
human) and ships that are based off of Sci-Fi and other stories\/genres.
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